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ABSTRACT
THE USE OF OPERATOR REGULARIZATION IN THE 
COMPUTATION OF EFFECTIVE FIELD THEORIES
Jeffrey M. Hersh 
Old Dominion University, 1997 
Director: Dr. Anatoly Radyushkin
Current methods of computing low-energy effective field theories while being accurate are 
extremely cumbersome to implement. Operator regularization provides a way to calculate am- 
desired effective field theory avoiding the tediousness of previous methods. This technique is 
shown to be an effective method in explicitly calculating the 1 /mheauy corrections that match 
an original full theory- to its low-energy effective counterpart. This is demonstrated up to two 
loop order for the case of a charged two field <i>\ theory- as well as up to one loop order for the 
Higgs sector of the Minimal Supersymmetric Model. Additionally, the renormalization group 
functions for the <t>\ model are calculated from the finite parts of the Greens functions.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The physical world we observe is an incredibly rich and complex place. In order to focus on 
the important physics at a given scale, one usually divides the world into different regimes 
of important parameters (velocity, energy, distance, etc.). Typically there are quantities in a 
calculation which are small or large to a particular parameter of interest. The usual trick is to 
take these large quantities as infinite and the small ones as zero thus leaving an overall simpler 
theory. The physical effects of the small quantities are then taken as perturbations of the new 
simpler theory. This new perturbed simpler theory is called an effective theory [lj.
For example, the classical properties of the motion of fluids can be completely described by 
using the rules of statistical quantum mechanics. That is. all the properties of the fluid can 
be calculated from the small distance behavior of the fluid. However, it is much easier to use 
classical fluid dynamics where the various properties of the fluid which arise from small scale 
effects (viscosity, pressure, etc.) are treated as macroscopic properties of the fluid. This is an 
example of an effective field theory where the relevant parameter is the distance scale.
The use of effective field theories in particle physics is particularly useful because all the 
particles that are too heavy to be produced at a given energy scale can be ignored. However, 
because of the need to regularize any quantum field theory, the process of constructing an 
effective field theory is a non-trivial matter.
Currently the physics community is beginning to experimentally probe physics above the 
energies of the Standard Model. For example, one interpretation of the recent data  from the 
ZEUS experiment at HERA is Z boson exchange between leptoquaxks. a particle predicted 
in various GUT models, or even between squarks the supersymmetric partners to quarks (2—lj. 
Models such as supersymmetry operate a t smaller distance scales than is covered by the Standard 
Model.
There are many different theoretical models that have been developed to try to predict what 
we will see in this new energy regime beyond the Standard Model. As mentioned above, one
1
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2
class of these high energy models tire the supersymmetric models [5]. In a supersymmetric model 
fermions and bosons are treated as different states of a larger supersymmetric particle doublet. 
This is analogous to the proton and neutron which Eire considered different isospin states of the 
nucleon isodoublet.
One of the more p ro m ising  supersymmetric theories is the Minimsd Supersymmetric Model 
’6] - As one can suppose by its name, the MinimEil Supersymmetric Model adds supersymmetry 
to the Standard Model with a minimal number of new parameters. These parameters include 
the sundry supersymmetric partners to the familiar zoo of particles (sleptons. squEirks. winos. 
zinos. photinos and their kin) and a new mixing single [6]. Furthermore, adding supersymmetry 
to the Standard Model necesssurily requires the addition of more scalsir doublets to the Higgs 
sector of the model ’ 5.6]. The Minimal Supersymmetric Model achieves this by the addition of 
a single new scalar doublet.
When the Higgs mechstnism is applied to the Minimal Supersymmetric Model, five physicsd 
Higgs fields as well as three Goldstone fields are generated [6]. It turns out that one of these 
physical Higgs fields c e u i be associated with the Higgs field of the Standard Model [6 ]- As 
one would expect, the Standard Model Higgs is much lighter than the other four Higgs fields 
fsdl of whom have approximately the same mass) that Eirise in the Minimal Supersymmetric 
Model [6]. The Higgs sector of the Minimtil Supersymmetric Model thus has two mass scales, 
one associated with the lighter Higgs and the other associated with the four other heavier 
Higgs. This “two scale" system is an ideal case for the application of an effective field theory. 
Experiments to probe for the existence and properties of the heavier Higgs can be inferred by 
experimented corrections to theoretictd predictions of the StEmdEird Model Higgs T], In fact, 
these corrections can be explicitly calculated by using an effective field theory generated from 
the Minimal Supersymmetric Model.
There are two methods for creating effective field theories. The first, called the “bottom up" 
method. stEirts with a known low energy theory and the high energy' behavior is then extrapolated 
by symmetry arguments Eind phenomenological methods. Historically, this is mainly how models 
governing new interactions were discovered ;1]. The second method, called the “top down" 
method, starts from a full theory that contains all the high and low energy behavior. The 
heavy ptirticle degrees of freedom are then “integrated out" leaving the effective theory T], 
However, the main difference between the two methods is that in the “top down’’ approach all 
the constants that appeEir in the effective field theory are known explicitly in terms of the full 
theory parameters. In the “bottom up” approach the constEmts in the effective theory must be 
calculated through experimentEil means.
To be more specific, the first step in calculating an effective field theory in the “bottom up" 
approach is to write down all the terms constructed from the fields explicitly present in the
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desired effective theory
£g // =  CfcOfc (i)
k
where the set (O *} are operators which are constructed from the fields present in the low en e rg y  
theory and their covariant derivatives [8.9]. The constants ct are calculated by phenomenological 
methods and have inverse mass dimension. A good example of a “bottom up" approach is the 
evolution of weak interactions from the Fermi (unb)~ theory- to the current Standard Model 
of electroweak interactions [10]. This approach has the advantage that one can ask questions 
without having to know the physics at a higher energy scales.
While in the “top down” approach all quantities can be explicitly calculated, it is a tedious 
process. First, all the loop diagrams (with internal heavy fields and external light fields) for 
a particular n-point Green's function needs to be calculated. These loop diagrams then have 
to be regularized and renormalized so as to remove all the divergences. After all this is done 
the remaining finite parts are expanded out in a series in powers of the scaling parameter, i.p. 
1 to generate the effective Lagrangian
= H ^ T — dk  (H)
h h e a v y
Note that the operators {0*} necessarily contain the symmetries present in the initial Lagrangian 
[8.9J-
The coefficients in (it) are generated from the various integrals over the Feynman pa­
rameters that enter into the loop diagrams with external light fields and internal heavy fields. 
However, these integrals are very sensitive to how the Feynman parameters were initially in­
troduced into the loop diagrams and how the loop diagrams were calculated. Depending how 
one inputs the Feynman parameters, one can be left with an integral that is not calculatable. 
Further these integrals can, if one is not very careful, generate extra false infinities in the fi­
nite parts. This problem aside, the process of generating an effective Lagrangian can become 
quite involved especially when one goes beyond one loop processes and complications related to 
subdivergences start to manifest themselves.
Recently, a new technique by D.G.C. McKeon, T. Sherry and L. Culumovic called operator
regularization has been developed to regularize and renormalize a given n-point function to
any number of loops [11-19]. The remarkable thing about operator regularization is that at 
no time in the calculation do explicit infinities appear. Further, the regularization is done in 
such a way that all the manifest symmetries of the initial Lagrangian are preserved througiiout 
the calculation. This greatly simplifies the tedious process of renormalization and eliminates 
the problems that arise when one is forced to artificially break the symmetries of the initial 
Lagrangian in order to regularize a theory.
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In order to calculate renormalization group functions using operator regularization a low- 
energy expansion called the DeWitt expansion is used [20]. This expansion is a series in the 
various fields that appear in the initial Lagrangian and their covariant derivatives. This type 
of series is exactly what is desired in order to perform a large mass expansion to generate an 
effective Lagrangian. It turns out by using terms in the DeWitt expansion of a higher order 
than those used to calculate renormalization group functions the effective Lagrangian can easily 
be generated.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines the general technique and advantages 
of operator regularization for any order in h. Section 3 applies operator regularization to a 
model with two charged scalar fields one of which is heavier than the other. Such a model is 
sufficient to illustrate the relevant points of the operator regularization technique without the 
complications introduced when particles with non-zero spin are considered. The two. three and 
four point renormalized Greens functions are calculated to two loop order and the renormaliza­
tion group functions axe generated. It is also established that the creation of an effective field 
theory can easily be done by using higher order DeWitt coefficients than those used to generate 
the renormalization group functions. Section 4 applies operator regularization to the Minimal 
Supersymmetric Model. Following a brief outline of the general Higgs two-doublet model, the 
effective Lagrangian for the Higgs sector of the Minimal Supersymmetric model, which includes 
up to the eight-point interaction terms, is generated up to one loop and to order 1/M 4 (where 
M is the heavy Higgs mass). It is also confirmed that in the decoupling limit (M —► oc) the 
Higgs Sector of the Minimal Supersymmetric Model reduces to the Higgs Sector of the Standard 
Model of electroweak interactions.
In this paper nacural units (h =  c =  1) are assumed unless explicitly noted otherwise and all 
calculations cure carried out in Euclidean space.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Chapter 2
Operator Regularization
2.1 Introduction to Operator Regularization
The process of regularizing divergences in quantum field theory without breaking the symme­
tries present in the initial Lagrangian is a considerable problem. The standard methods of 
regularization, i.e. dimensional regularization and Pauli-Villars regularization, introduce artifi­
cial regularizing parameters into the Lagrangian [9]. These parameters break the symmetries of 
the Lagrangian that one wishes to preserve throughout the calculation. For example. 75 is ill 
defined in dimensional regularization.
Operator regularization (OR) differs from the previous methods of regularizing in that it is 
the field operators that appear in the generating functional that are regularized by a redefinition 
of the logarithms and inverses of operators. Because no artificial parameter is introduced into the 
generating functional, any n-point function which is calculated using OR is manifestly finite to 
all orders in h [11-19]. Additionally, the risk of false anomalies arising by mathematical accident 
is removed: any anomalies that appear in the theory under consideration do so naturally from 
quantum effects [18].
The actual mathematics behind OR is not very fair removed from the techniques one is al­
ready familiar with in quantum field theory. The fields under consideration are split into their 
quantum and classical parts, i.e. their interacting parts and their parts that can be experi­
mentally detected. From this point the usual method of using a generating functional with 
an arbitrary source is utilized to produce the explicit form for any n-point Green's function. 
Regularization is applied only once the mathematical forms of the Green's functions are known, 
as well as before any integrations over loop momenta are attempted. This is very different from 
other methods of regularizing where the actual integrations over loop momenta are regularized 
via. some artificial limiting parameter. The regularization of ultraviolet divergences in OR is 
achieved by a clever redefinition of the logarithms and inverses of the matrix elements that
•5
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CHAPTER 2. OPERATOR REGULARIZATION 6
appear in the Green's functions. This process removes all ultraviolet divergences thus leaving 
the Green’s functions manifestly finite before any integrations over loop momenta tire done. 
Applying a perturbative expansion to these regularized and finite matrix elements calculations 
can be carried out with out having to worry about ultraviolet divergences or the effects due tu 
the introduction of artificial regularizing parameters. The final results achieved through OR are 
identical to those achieved through other methods of regularization up to an irrelevant additive 
constant.
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2.2 The Technique
The background field formalism is the starting point for operator regularization [21.22]. The 
fields 0, ( x ) that appear in the Lagrangian. which can generally be fermionic or bosonic, are split 
into the sum
0i(x) =  f i (x) + hi(x) ( 2 .2 . 1 )
where /,(x ) is the classical part of the field and hi(x) is the quantum part.
Given a source J,(x). which corresponds to the field <j>,(x), the generating functional for the 
Euclidean space Green’s functions is given by
T>0 exp (2 .2 .2 )
where o ■ J  = f  dx 0, (x)Jt(x).
Using the definition for the generating functional of the connected Green's functions. H’[./].
'231
Z 'J ] = exp
and the generating functional of one particle irreducible (1PI) Green's functions. T'o].
r>] = w j\  -  0 ■ j
(2.2.3) takes the form




In order to further evaluate f [ /  +  k] the Taylor series of the action
S [ f + h } + h - J  =  S[ f ]  +  -h ,S ,>(/)/*;
ySijk[f)h,hjhic + - —Stjkihihjhkhi ( 2 .2 .6 )
is needed where S,j = S-S/S/ ,< ) .  etc. The Taylor series in (2.2.6) is truncated with Sijkl 
because terms with higher powers of the fields do not exist in renormalizable theories in four 
dimensions.
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Factoring the powers of hi and using the source J  it is found that.
exp - 5r;/i =  exp -± S [/]1  sdet ~l , ~ [Sij ( /)  /a*2] f ;  ^  x
J n=Q
4 , . - 4h'ft
3! S,]k<'f )  6J,dJ}SJk 4! S '}k‘(/) SJjSJjSJtSJ/ (2.2.7)
- I
Jjx exp u- u j — - j (r ~s)/s/
where S[/] is the classical action ’18]. The scale parameter fi in (2.2.7) arises due to the 
arbitrariness in the normalization of the functional integral (2.2.2) [16.24-26]. Note that the 
superdeterminant (defined below) is used vs. the ordinary determinant in (2.2.7). This is 
because in the general case the matrix S can contain both fermionic and bosonic elements. 
Writing
(2 .2 .8 )
equations (2.2.7) and (2.2.8) can now be used to generate the 1PI functions to any order in h. 
Doing so to order ft2.
r ,[ / j  =  |s tr iln (S i;-[/])]
. —4
^ [ f )  = ^ s l jk l \ s t j[ f] \~l \ s kl{f]\~l






sdet .4 =  expistr In .4]
5  ee S /p 2
( 2 .2 . 1 0 )
(2 .2 . 11 )
have been used.
The superdeterminant of the matrix Sl; is given by a ratio of the determinants of the 
fermionic and bosonic p u ts  of S,j. That is. if S tj is written as
h,Stjhj = bSbbb -(- b S t / f  +  } S / bb +  f S j f f (2 .2 . 12 )
(where b is a bosonic variable and /  is a fermionic one) the superdeterminant is defined by either 
of the two following equations [27]
sdet S = det(S66 -  Sbf S ^ j S f b) det lS // (2.2.13a)
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
CHAPTER 2. OPERATOR REGULARIZATION 9
or
sdetS  =  detS&6det~l (S //  -  S/bSbblSbf)- (2.2.13b)
Note that in the case where S is purely fermionic or purely bosonic, the superdeterminant
reduces to the ordinary determinant.
The supertrace of the matrix S*7 . whose form is given by (2.2.12). is defined by '27]
str S =  trSw  — tr 5 / / .  (2.2.14)
Note that just like the superdeterminant. if S is purely bosonic or fermionic the supertrace 
reduces to the ordinary trace.
For the sake of convenience the following notation is introduced
M tj( f ) = S tl , (2.2.15a)
aljk(f )  = S tjk. (2.2.15b)
biju =  S,jkl. (2.2.150
Equations (2.2.9a) and (2.2.9b) can thus be written as
r ,;/]  =  i  s t r i n g ; / ] ) ]  (2.2.16a)
r2[/]= J  d x [ ^ 6 0-« (* |J l/-l (/)|x)<r|A /k-;l (/)|a.-)J
J  dxdy[aufc(/(x ))ap, r ( /(y ))(x |M -l (/)|y) (2.2.16b)
( x \ M - l {f)\y)(x\Mk-rl (f)\y)]
where M  =  M /fl2.
As we will see below, in operator regularization it is the matrix elements of M  that are
regularized. For the case of . i.e. the one loop case. In M  needs to be regularized. In the
higher loop cases it is the inverses of M  which requires the regularization.
The whole procedure of OR is based upon the fundamental regularizing equation [11.18]
dn sn~l
ln(.4) =  — lim  ------- —.4. ’
3—o ds" n! (2.2.17)
= - S ln) ( s~lA — ).  (n =  1 .2 .3 . . . . ) .
where
dn
S in) =  lim — — . (2.2.18)j->o dsn n!
Repeated differentiation of (2.2.17) gives the regulated form of the inverse power of an 
operator
, 4 -  = t o i l  [ £ ^  + "> . 4 - -'-o ds" I T i l  rf.s)f(n) (2.2.19)
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Using (2.2.19) the products of inverses of many operators may also be regularized
A f 1. ^ 1 ••••V 1 = 5 (n) • (2.2.20)
Additionally, using the integral definition of the gamma function. A~s can be written as
A -s =  d t t ‘ - l exV( -A t ) .  (2.2.21)
U(s) Jq
Substituting (2.2.17) and (2.2.21) into (2.2.16a) gives the regulated form of the one loop Green's 
function
Tu/1 =  ^ — lim *-»o
= - i l i m l2 *-*o ds
I M ]
ffr r  d t t ’ ~ l,F(s) Jo str e
■Mt
( 2 .2 .22 )
So far OR looks like the application of fancy mathematics. The critical question is that does 
this technique truly remove ultraviolet divergences from the Greens functions? The answer to 
this can been seen by denoting a general propagator by P.  A general n-loop Green’s function 
in d dimensions is thus
ddpi ■ ■ ■ ddpn 1-( n) = [ :  in I (2.2.23)F e y n m a t i  J  (2iT)<*n p a i p a - .. . p Qi
When OR is used, the a n-loop Green’s function remains basically the same except that the 
regulating parameter *>• is introduced into the exponent via. (2.2.20)
'(«) _ of n I [  d Pi <Ppn 1i  ( f 1
O R  ~  C> I ' (27r)4n p :
(2.2.24)
Notice that if the limit s —> 0 is taken before S {n) is applied reduces back to the conventional 
KFeynman in four dimensions.
To explicitly see that operator regularization does indeed remove ultraviolet divergences we 
expand out the operator regulated n-point Green’s function in s in a  general Laurent series
pf«) _
 ^O R (2.2.25)
Applying the explicit form of S lnl given in (2.2.18) to (2.2.25)
Tlo ]R = lim OR s-+o dsn n!
C . + +  • • • +  Co + sCt +  • ■ •
cT 1
s“ s”
— lim -r-r— 'C -n +  sC-n+i +  • • • +  s ,lCo + sn"t’l Ci +  • • • ] 
s-»o ds' n! '
=  Co- (2.2.26)
Thus OR does remove till the poles, i.e. ultraviolet divergences, from the Green's functions. 
Further, because the application of OR comes down to a creative rewriting of logarithms and
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Inverses the end result is the same (up to an additive constant) as the one would get in more 
conventional regularizing and renormalizing schemes as long as limit procedure is valid 18]. Do 
note that even though we have only considered a scalar Green’s function, the above argument 
follows identically for those Green’s functions that contain Lorentz indices, i.e. those with powers 
of momentum in their numerator’s.
The above approach of showing the validity of the OR technique, while confirming that OR 
regulates and removes ultraviolet divergences, is incomplete in one very important aspect. In 
order to regularize the multi-loop Green’s functions there are some important subtleties to be 
considered. In particular, at the multi-loop level there is the problem of subdivergent diagrams, 
i.e. divergent lower loop contributions embedded into the higher loop diagram. The contributions 
of these subdivergences must be systematically subtracted away from the higher loop diagram 
in order to preserve unitaritv of the Green’s function [18]. There are two standard methods 
for doing this, the counterterm method [23.28.29] and the BPHZ recursion scheme 23.30-32]. 
Because the infinities in OR are. in a sense, automatically subtracted, the application of the 
counterterm method is not very useful. Therefore, in OR the BPHZ scheme is utilized.
Define the general renormalized n-point Green’s function by
f l n |= T fn |r ln' (2.2.27)
where the operator "* acts upon the unrenormalized Green’s function r (,,> in a way that 
preserves unitaritv. Culumovic. Leblanc, Mann. .VlcKeon and Sherry have shown by solely de­
manding unitaritv of the multi-loop Green’s function the form of can be explicitly generated 
using the topological language of the BPHZ recursion scheme. [18] Their result follows.
f a  V )  =  ^ u)r £ W 2)
= S {n>
7 i - ■ • T v  \ a = l
7 « ‘->7»=W
(2.2.28)
where each -ya is a subgraph of the order of 0 ( h m) (m <  n) and Ug / i * (X)  is the Green’s function 
in which the subgraph -ya is replaced by X .  The function A'T-^ is defined by
m - 1 ,  , v m — t
k r ^ j s . f i 2) = £  5 ',fc) ( 7 ) r s j s '.A ,2) -  x : r v  (2.2.29)
fc=0 S /
Thp action of \  upon T7a corresponds to the addition of finite renormalization terms. The 
addition of the \  term is necessary because in OR the one loop Green’s functions are treated in 
a different way than the way for multi-loop Green’s functions (regularization of In M  vs. M ~ l ). 
Because of this difference, one must be sure that the scale independent parts of the sub-divergent 
diagrams are the same as their lower loop counterparts in order to preserve unitaritv.
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Substituting (2.2.19), (2.2.20) and (2.2.21) into (2.2.16b) and then applying to it (2.2.28) 
with n =  2 gives the regulated form of the two point Green's function
r2,Y] = s {2) j d 'x d ' y l^ f - s ' i x - y )
-  t ,!0) ( j )  f 2,+25' -  * ((x |iW -l - |» )(i|A jrt-;l- ’'|j,>
jk(x)cipqr {y)
12
S '  (x(M~ |y) (*|A/ - 1 -  \y) (x\M~rl ~’\y)
-  k ” (7) ^ 2.+4*' _  x
x ( (x \M~1 |y><x|M ~ l \y)(x\M ~1 |y)
+  (x| A/,;1 (y) (x |M ~1 - s \y) (x| \y)
+(x| M - 1- ' \ y )  (x| M | y )  ( x lM ^ - ’ lz/))
=  5 (2) \B(s) -  .4(a)] (2.2.30)
where the terms containing by are collected into B(s) while those containing by
a,,k(x)apqr{y) are denoted by .4(.s-).
Substituting (2.2.21) into (2.2.30) A(.s-) is obtained
.4(a) =  j ^ x c P y  a 'yfc(X| “p?r(y) jT r f t ,  dUdH
,,6s t s  fSfi r, to r3 /_,_-Aftl(x|e Mtl |y)ip(x|e ,v/t:!|y)7,(x |e  Mt3\y)trr > + 1]3
>  (£) f S  4.8 4.81 1 l 2  c 3
n s +  t ] r y  +  ip  
x (<x\e~,Ut! |y)iP(x\e- Mt- \y)jq(x |e '**** |y)fcr
+ (x \e-Mt2\y)ip(x\e~Mti\y)jg{x\e~Mt3\y)kr 
+ (x \e - in *\y)ip( x \ e - " t' \y) jg(x\e-lCn' \y)kr)
(2.2.31)
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In a similar manner. B(s) is obtained as well
Pi3t t  t\
t{t%
r[s +  i]r[S' +■ lj
rr* + 1]=
_ J5'(0) ^  n2'+2'' - x
X ^(x|e~A;ftl \x)ij{x\e~*llt'1 |x)*/ 
+ (x |e_,V’ft3|x):>(x|e_A^ tt |x)fc/)
(x|e **tx\x)t j{x\e **t2\x)k,
(2.2.32)
To visualize these involved expressions for both one loop and two loop Green's functions the 
matrix element (x|e~Mf |y) is graphically represented by a thick line and a thin line is used to 
represent the ordinary fields, e.g. the fields that appear in the Oijklf) permutation symbols (see 
Figs. 1-2).
o
Figure 1: Graphical representation of Ti
(X) * -©-
Figure 2: Graphical representation of To
The first diagram in Fig. 2. usually called the “double bubble” or “double scoop” diagram, 
arises from (2.2.32). The second diagram in Fig. 2. termed the “setting-sun” or “London” 
diagram, comes from (2.2.31).
In order to do any practiced calculations, the exponential of M  must be expanded out in 
a perturbative series. Depending on what the overall desired results are. this can be handled 
in one of two ways in OR. If the momentum structure of the Green's functions is desired (for 
cross-sections and the like) the two perturbative expansions proposed by Schwinger need to be
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used 33]:
stre — (Afo +• A// )t = str je~‘Wot +  L A e ~MotM[




 ^— ( jV/o-+-A// )Z __ g-A/oi — f I — u)A/oZ/'■Jo




where A/ has been split into the sum of a part A/0. which is diagonalizable on some space of 
states, and a perturbatively interacting part. M[. Using the graphical notation where the factors 
of eMa are drawn thin lines and factors of Mi  are represented by dots, a graphical view of the 
two Schwinger expansions can be visualized by Fig. 3 and Fig. 4.
00*00+ "
Figure 3: Graphical representation of stre
Figure 4: Graphical representation of e~ '‘v/o+,u,u.
If. on the other hand, the various renormalization group functions or the low energy behavior 




is more useful [34]. Here the new matrices A  and B have been introduced such that the matrix 
M  has the general form
M (2.2.35)
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The elements of the matrix 5  consist of the masses that appear in the initial Lagrangian. The 
DeW itt coefficients that appear in (2.2.34) consist of the various fields, gauge strength tensors 
and their numerous covariant derivatives that appear in the model of interest. The method for 
calculating the DeWitt coefficients. ak(x.y;0i) ,  is outlined in Appendix A.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Chapter 3
Two Field Quantum  Scalar 
D ynam ics
3.1 Preliminaries
The mathematical rigor of OR developed in the last section is valid for any model one wishes 
to consider. However, in order to illustrate the actual use of OR and how to calculate things 
like the renormalization group functions and terms that contribute to an effective theory the 
model of scalar QED with two complex scalar fields, one of the scalar fields being heavier than 
the other, with <i>\ type couplings will be explicitly considered. For the sake of convenience, 
symmetry under interchange of heavy and light fields is imposed in our model.
The most general Lagrangian in Euclidean space that satisfies the stated symmetry require­
ments is
£  =  “  ~ ^ o’hD ^D ^ oh -  ^Tn2H<p’H0 H
-  -  jAo +  4>'„2<py) -  ( 0 2 + 0 ^ 20 | )  (3-1-1)
— A <t>L<t>L<t>’f{0n
where the subscripts L / H  denote light/heavv fields (m^ <S m u )  and D„ is the covariant deriva­
tive Dp = ( p -  ieA)/t.
To apply OR, the Lagrangian first needs to be brought into the form [11]
C  = + l j b i jki 4>i <bj $k Q, .  (3.1.2)
Comparing (3.1.1) to (3.1.2). $  is expressed as the column matrix.
16
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{A \
* L
$  =  <f>L  
*«
\<Ph J
After applying the background field formalism to (3.1.1) and (3.1.3)
-•Id =  Qu +  1^(1
®L.H =  I l .H  +  h-L.H 






{Q . f }  = classical fields 
{V.h} =  quantum fields.
we can determine the forms of the matrix M  and the permutation symbols atjk and bt]ki in 
(3.1.2).
In particular, the matrix M  is generated from those terms in the Lagrangian that are bilinear 
in the quantum fields. The elements of the matrix M







M tl = 2  e2 ( f l f L + f m„ f n ) + g u, k 2 
M 12 = M 31 = —ieTufi, + 2 e~ f
M u  =  M 2i = - i eTuf l  4- 2e~f'LQu
Mi 4 =  Mn i = - i eTuf f{ + 2 e~ f n Q u
M 15 =  M u  — + 2e~ fh Q ^
M 22 — M33 = p~ — ieTpQn -t- e~Q~ 4- A o/£/l 
+ A f n f f f  +  m L f l f L
M23 = -  (A0f [ -  -f Ac/ff2)
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Mn  5 =  -V/43 =  Af l f n (3.1.61)
M 32 =  -  ( X o / l '  +  Xc f n ~ ) (3.1.6J)
A/34 =  A/52 =  X f i f f f (3.1.6k)
-If3 3 =  A/42 =  A c / 1/ h  +  A f h f f j (3.1.61)
M u  =  A/55 = P2 ~  ieT u Q n  + e 2Q 2 4- Ao / h / h
+  A/Z / t  +
(3.1.6m)
A/4 5 =  2 (A o /f f '  +  A c f l " ) (3.1.6n)
A/54 =  2 (Aof n ~  +  A c /t,* ) (3.1.6o)
where. T„ =  (p + p ')M is the momentum structure that comes from the current terms in the La- 
grangian, pw is the momentum of the scalar field and k u  is the momentum of the electromagnetic 
field.
Additionally, the permutation symbols have the values
a [ i 2 3 ] =  a [ i 45 j = 2 e 'Q u — ieTu (3.1.7a)
a ( i i 3 |  = - l e ' / Z (3.1.7b)
a ; i i 2 |  =  te ' f i . (3.1.7c)
a ; i i 5 |  =  4e~ff{ (3.1.7d)
a [ i i 4 |  =  I e2fH (3.1.7e)
a  2 3 3 j =  — A o / Z (3.1.7f)
a (2 2 3 | =  —Ao/f. (3.1.7g)
a i45.5| = ~ A offf (3.1.7h)
a [44-5] =  ~Ao ff{ (3-1-71)
a .255 ) =  “ A C/ Z (3-1.7j)
a i225] =  —A c/ l (3.1.7k)
a [344] =  ~ A cf l f (3.1.71)
0 (3 3 4 )  =  “ A cS h (3.1.7m)
a {345j =  ~ A  f l (3.1.7n)
a '24-5) =  ~A f L (3.1.7o)
0(23-5 J =  ~ A  f'H (3-l-7p)
O 23 4 ) = ~A} h (3.1-7q)
^ ; i i 2 3 |  = ^ i i 4 5 |  = 2 e ~ y Ut, (3.1.8a)
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6'2233j =  &[4455] =  — Ao 
6[2255| =  &I3344) =  —Ac 




where [aj ao • - • a,] represents all possible permutations of the set {ai cio • - • a ,}.
Before the formed cedculation can proceed, an appropriate expansion of the exponential of M  
must be chosen. Because the goal of our cedculation is the renormedization group functions and 
the generation of an effective field theory, the DeWitt expemsion will be used as our perturbative 
expeuision.
Recall that in order to use the DeWitt expansion the matrix M  should be written in terms 
of new matrices .4 and B
For the Lagrangiein given in (3.1.1) the non-zero elements of the matrix A  are given by
(2.2.35)
- 4 l 2  =  -4 3 1  =  p- I l
-4i3 = -4oi =  e f l
-4u = -4.51 = pfH 
-4is = A n =  pff{-





Similarly, the elements of the matrix B Eire
Bn = 0
B12 =  Bji =  e ' f i T ^ Q u 







5m = 541 = e2f „ T uQu 
5 , 5 = 54, = e2f'HT^Q^
B22 =  B 3j =  —p ' f l f i .  +  A o/ £ / l +  A f ‘Hf H  
B23 = - p2fi~ + 2^0 f l~  +
B? 4 =  5.53 = - e r f l f H  + K I l I h +  





B32 =  —e*/i" +  -A0 / l ~ +  j  ^ cfH~
B34  = Z?52 = - e 2  / l / h  +  l !  H
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B »  =  B n  =  - e 2r Hf H +  Ao f'Hf H +  \ f i f t  (3.1.10m)
B n  =  - e 2f'H2 + ^Ao f'H2 + jA  c/ £ 2 (3.1.10n)
B n  = —e~ fn~  +  +  2 ^ c^ l ~' (3.1.10o)
Following the sample calculation of the DeWitt coefficients given in Appendix A. we find the 
relevant coefficients in terms of the matrix B, a new general Ugauge-fieldr matrix
T^v  — -Au.u — + i (3.1.11)
and the difference coordinate A =  x — y:
do = 1 (3.1.12a)
(3.1.12b)
*^20 uct'.jp'
a2 = j f i 2 -  \ b . ^  -  ^ UT UU
( t o r \ ^ u c t : J  m oV 180" ua:^ 108^ 72^ (3.1.12c)
T o T « ^ " u t / ; J  H" ,««•?*uw.a^uv:d13o 13o
7 uv, x f ^ v,A + Jgg ? w .v ? »A:A + ’ * * (3.1.12d)
The covariant derivative in (3.1.12) is given by the notation
X „  = D0X  = A% + i [ i M. A'j . (3.1.13)
The sundry DeWitt coefficients given in (3.1.12) are completely general, i.e. they tire valid for
any Lagrangian one wished to consider. However, do note in our specific case of two field scalar
QED the “gauge-field” matrix T\.v reduces to
Tpv — A u.» — Aii. w (3.1.14)
Furthermore, one needs to be careful with the covariant derivative when taking multiple 
derivatives. Unlike normal differentiation, the order of covariant differentiation does matter.
Specifically, the commutator of a covariant derivative acting upon a general matrix X  is given
by
\DU. D V\ X  =  \t uv. x \ . (3.1.15)
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3.2 One Loop Green’s Function
Starting from (2.2.22) and substituting in the DeWitt expansion (2.2.34) the one loop Green's 
function is obtained
1 d r  t =  —— lim —2 »-*o ds
1 r  d =  -  -  lim —2 »-*o ds
dt t ' - 1 t r  e~Mt
dt
(4;r)
■^ t3+n 3 t r ^ a „ ( r .x )e '~ ')
(2 .2 .22 )
(3.2.1)
To proceed further the form of E needs to be specified. From the explicit form of the 
Lagrangian (3-1.1) it is obvious that E will just be a matrix that is diagonal in the masses. 
However, because the DeWitt expansion is a low energy expansion an artificial mass for the 
electromagnetic field, m->. must be introduced to handled the infra-red divergences. Despite 
the breaking of the symmetries in the theory, this does not violate any of the principles of 
OR. In fact, the introduction of parameters to regulate infra-red divergences is common to all 
regularizing schemes who’s focus is the regularizing of ultra-violet divergences in the theory. 
The full form of E is thus
-  = (i
m l 0 0 0 0
0 o 0 0 0
0 0 om l 0 0
0 0 0 m H 0
0 0 0 0 ni-H
(3.2.2)




-  2  —  2 / 2  m = m / (j .





The method for the calculation of various n-point Green’s functions at one-loop order is a 
straight forward process. Each DeWitt coefficient given in (3.1.12) must be calculated using the 
matrices A  and B given in (3.1.9) and (3.1.10) respectfully. At one loop order the difference 
coefficient. A„, is zero, therefore, the actual number of terms in each DeWitt coefficient decreases 
significantly. Once the full forms of the DeWitt coefficients are calculated, the trace of the 
product of each coefficient with exponential of the mass matrix can be taken and the integrals 
over t and the regularizing with respect to s can be done.
As an example, consider the simplest non-trivial case, n = 1. The n = 1 DeWitt coefficient 
is simply
a t =  —B.
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Thus.
tr (d ie " a ) =  - f i f L [2(Ao -  e2)*-"1**"*2 +  2Ae-"‘" t/^ ]
-  f 'H f H  [2(Ao -  e 2 ) e ~ m “ t / “2 +  2Ae - ra^t/‘' 2] 
Carrying out the integration over t  and the regularization gives the result
(3.2.4)
r .'i) 1 dT. =  —-  lim — 2 *-*o d s r h ) l
i  d r ( - i  +  s )lim  ------— ----x
(47r)2 ds r(s) 
x [m i (m i) — {(Ao -  e2) f mLf L +  \ f 'Hf H ) (3-2.5)
+m 2H{m2H)~3 {(A0 - e 2)f'Hf H +  X /£ /t }| 
=  f i f L  [n*i(l ~  lnm^)(Ao -  d) +^1^(1 -  lnm^)Xj
+  f i f f n  [ t n ^ ( l  -  l n m 2H ) ( \ o  -  a )  +  m i( l  -  lnm i)X j .
Calculation of the rest of the two. three and four point functions proceed in a similar manner 
using the DeWitt coefficient d i . The results for all the one loop Green’s functions are summarized 
below
r f L/t =  f i f L  [m i (1 -  In m i)  [a0 -  d] -t- m 2H (1 -  lnm ^) aJ 
£-/«/« _  [m^ (1 -  In m y )  [a0 -  dj +  m i (1 -  In m i) X
= FuvF ttv I — d (In m i +  In m y )
 —e  din m 2,
12 L
— — e din m y  
12 H
T ? “flfL = iTvQXf i fL
r ? " r" fH = i T uQ»rHf H
—Ao ^Ao — d j  In m \  — — ^A A +- jAcAc^ In m 2H + ^Ao d  In m 2 
—Ao ^Ao — d^ In m y  — — ^A A +- jA cAc^ In rh2L -t- ^Ao d In m 2 
Sh = f ’i f H 2 -A c ^A +  ^A0 -  ^ d ^  (In m i +  lnm ^) +■ ^Ac d ln m ; 
r f H ,L — f l f~f l ~ —Ac ^A + iA 0 — j d ^  (Inm i +  Inm 2H) +  jA c d In m ;
v{l{lIhIh = f i f Lf i i fH\ -  (a  [a +  A0j +  ArAr -  2Ad) (In m i 4 - In my)
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r f ILfL = Q2f i h  
r f = Q2rHfH
"I 2 '  i -*> ^ . I -2—- e  alnm -, — —e a  lnm" 3 L 3
»•>-, - o 0 •> . . -2——e a  in m~H — —e a  m m ?
(3.2.6k) 
(3.2.61)
The terms that generate an effective field theory from the full theory, i.e. terms proportional 
to powers of 1/m //, occur naturally in the DeWitt expansion by going to coefficients of higher 
order than a.2- In the one loop case, the 0 { l / m 2H) terms come from the da coefficient. Again, 
the calculation proceeds exactly like before. The results of the calculation are
rf ■*' = \ e 2 tF^F^olOt. + £ (a i  + Iacac)  y L20L-} ^
- l \ i ( o ' L0L)„ (O'l0l)  ^ -  {<Pi2) u K 2)-(1
+ 0  (1 /m*H)
4 -  \ \ e 2 \F IIVF'1V<t>'L0 i  +  ^A X{0l0L)(4>l 0l.h)  
lH LD J
-+- — ®l ~{(Pl .h0 l ,iI ) +  h.c.] ^A A +  —ACAC^
+ 2 .uu + ^-c ] ^  A +  jA cAc^
+ 0  (1/mJ/)
(3.2.7)
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3.3 Two Loop Green’s Function
The calculation of the two loop Green's function follows the same basic formalism as the one loop 
Green’s function. The only major difference is the more complex nature of the renormalization 
scheme needed to handle sub-divergences.
Starting with the B(s)  term in (2.2.32)
B(s) = j  dPx J  dt\d.U
r is  + 1]2
-  15 ,(0) ( j )  p 2>+2*' -  x t \ t i
r [ s  +  l]T [s ' +  1 ]
+(x|e ~Mt- \x)ij (x|e~Mtl |x)fc/) 
and substituting the DeWitt expansion (2.2.34) into (2.2.32)
B(s) =  f  d*x ^',- 1 [  d t i d t i S "J S (4jt)- Jo ^  




t  |  t o
{x \dne \x )i} (x |an' 2|x)fc/
r> + i]ry + 1]
X ( ( x l d o e - * 1 |x ) ,; ( r id tl-e - '= |x ) t/
+(x \dn>e-t-\x )lJ (x|dne - '‘ |ar)«)




While looking complicated, all the above integrals are straight forward to calculate. To be 
explicit, all the B(s)  integrals reduce to the general form
' /•GC -I
~ JQ dfldt2r[i + s)ri + S']tl *2 e e *
_ rri +a+ n]r[H-a1+ n,] _ . t (3.3.3)
r i  + s]r[i +  s']
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For example, the calculation of £?(oa) (only keeping terms proportional to /£/*,) is
B l0-l)(s) =  B (1-0)(s) =  [ dfx  btj- ~  f  dtidU x 
J  8  (4 7 r ) '  Jor ‘
x P 2) p. ty\ n  (x|ea t |x)l>(x |a l e-t:!lx) 
L s +  1J~ kl
=  [  c P x — - — — [  d t i d t 2 X
J  2 (4tt) ~ Jo
P
H^ Sta ~tS  ^2} r-  2 (Ao 2 f i f L )r> + 1)2 [
+ eml [ X 0\ f l f L) (3.3.41
+e’n3Htl , li=em*Ht,/*'- (X\Qf ’Lf L)
=  ^  J < P x  f'Lf L A0‘m£ ^ ln rh i -  j ln 2 m 2Lj  
+  A m \  ^ ln m 2H — ^ ln2 ih y 'j 
+A0AmrH ^ ln m | ■+■ In m 2H — -In 2 7712, -  ^ ln2 m 2H j^
The integrals involved with the .4(s) part of the two point Green's function are much more 
complicated. In both the one loop case and in the calculation of the B(s) integrals the difference 
coordinate A = x  — y is zero. For the A(s) functions this is obviously not the case. Additionally, 
the permutation symbols atJk depend on the fields and thus indirectly upon the coordinates 
which further complicates the integrals. The first step in calculating the .4(s) integrals is to 
simplify them by expanding out the permutation symbols in a Taylor series in the coordinates.
Let
U = ~ { x + y ) (3.3.5a)
(3.3.5b)A = x  -  y.
Thus for am arbitrary function /
1 1 (3.3.6a)
(3.3.6b)
Using (3.3.5a) and (3.3.5b) as well as (3-3.6a) and (3.3.6b). the permutation symbols can be
f (v)  =  f W )  -  j / « & ) * »  + g /.„*(tf)A „A I, +  ■ ■ ■ .
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expanded out
atjfclx)apqr(y) =  a,jk(U)apqr( I')
\  [(««*).„ W)ctor{U) -  aiik{U) ( v ) ,  (U)]
Further defining
+
+  I  [(««*).„„ (U)<bqr(U) -  2 (at>fc)„  (U) (apqr)M (Lr  
"+'a lj k {L  ) (aT><?r) -tJi/ ( ^ ) J  A „  A „  "f" ‘ ■
+ f  (“i i * ^ ) ) H-----




.4(s) =  J  d*Ud*N J  dtidt2dt3 x
x p-A^l/lt+L/tj + l/faJ/l ^  ts+k-2t s - t ' - 2 ts+k"-2
k . k ' . k ’
!0) / r  ^ ! til f T ?\
^ i j k ' . p q r   ^  ^ [ °« i* ' .P 7 r Au +
x [d*(A)e =tl]ip :dt<(A)e =<2]j? ,dt - (A )e ' i fcr
which can be written as
.4(5) =  J d P U t P A  [.4‘0 ,(5) +  Ao,-4LV(S) +  A a , A 05. ^ ,  +  • - •
(3.3.9)
(3.3.10)
Because the A integrals are simply Gaussians, those integrals with an odd number of As 
vanish. After integrating over A the following general expression is found.
A(mi  . m 2, m3; s) =  J  (PL' J  dtidt2dt2e~m'tie~m?t2e~m*t3 x
v  ^  f . t + k f i + k ' f 3 + k "  2 J ( 0 )
2 L ,  I 1 2  1 2 A k . k ' . k ' ‘
k , k ’ ,k ’‘
(3.3.11)
, \  '  .»+fc+uJ»+t'+ri*j+fc"+a_n+2 I(2r»)
+  2 ^ 6 f ^ f* r
r i=l
where
t\tn + 11 ^ 3 -f- to £3
t l £^ £3 (3.3.12)
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The remaining -4 ^ , k„ terms include the contractions over the sundry indices that arise from 
the integration over the coordinates as well as the contractions over the permutation indices 
and their derivatives given in (3-3.7). The only remaining integrals to be calculated are those 
over t,. These are quite involved and are discussed in detail in Appendix B.
As an example of a setting-sun type two loop diagram, consider k  =  k' = k" =  0. Limiting 
attention to terms proportional to / [ / l we obtain
-•io o o =  ——r ^ (2) f  d*U & ± ( 3 \ 02 IU . s.
(4;r)- J  12 V
+  ^3AC2 +  6 A 'j  H s . s . s :  m i ) m u - 1 .1 :2: t t i h ) )
- p 2^ 4 ^ ( 3 X o 2I(s-h  l . s  +  l . .s +  1:1.1.1:2: m L)6 N
+  ^3AC2 +  6A'j /(s  +  l .«  +  l . s + l ;  , 1.1:2: m u )  j
=  J  d * U f l f L |p 2 ( j  V l n r h 2 +  | ( V  +  i f )  j
+ m | |^ A °  ^21n m \  — In2 mrL )
+- ^  (^ c" + 2 A  ^ ^21nm^ +  In2 m y  j  j
+  2 A j ^ l n t h ^  +  In2 Th^ j
(3.3.13)
where the functions I{s.s '  , s":a,3,l ' ,cr:m)  are given in Appendix B.
Following (2.2.30) by subtracting each setting-sun integral for a particular n-point function 
from its double scoop integral gives the overall two loop n-point functions. Thus.
i f ' "  =  f l / L m. — ^ -Inm^ + r ln 2rh2
„ 2 
Aq + 3 . n 3 2 - ■>- - I n m L  — -In Ac'
4- . —In m y  -  2 In2 m y ]  A ^
+  m y  Ac‘ + 2A ^ l n r h j ,  +  ^ ln 2  m y ' j
+AAo ^ln m~L +  In m r y  — ^ln2 m xL — —In2 m y  ^  ^
- P 2 ^ A 0Tnm ^ + i  ^Ar" +  2A j In liiy ^
(3.3.14a)
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r 2w/" =  I h / h  jm 2„  +  | ln 2 m^J Ao2 +  -  ^In2 m |
+ [—lnm£ — 2In2m |] A ^
+ mi  ]  ( f  +  i ^ 2
+AAo ^ln 771^  +  In m \  — i l n 2 m 2H — i ln 2 m ^ j  ^
- P 2 +  |  ^AC2 +  2A ^ In m ijj
TQ.flI, =iTllQilJlfL [ - |e A o 2ln™ \~ \e  + 2X )  lnm 2ff]
r Q»f « f *  =  iT l tQ » r H f H  [ - | e  V l n m %  -  | e  ( a c2 +  2X  )  lnrh£
i f 2 /t’ =  /2 2/ i 2 AqAq2 rh^ +  ^ ln m i2«)
+ AoAc2 Qln m2fj 4- iln m\ + I^n m l^n m2H + ^pln2 ™?H^  
+  Ao A ^4 In i f i f j  +  2 In m \  +  2 In m \ In m 2H  +  ^j-ln2 m 2H  j  
—A A + Ac j (3 In rn# +  9 In2 m#) |
r ^ 2/" 2 =  f ' H f H  [aoAo2 +  i l n m i )
+  AoAc2 ^ i l n r h |  +  i ln m ^  +  i ln m l ln m ^  +  ^ l n 2T h ^  
+  AoA ^41nm£, +  2^771^ +  21nm ^Inihfl-+  ^ l n 2rh£,^
(3 In m\  + 9 In2 m2L)
—2 . 2 
A +AC
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-SU!h f—2 / l  1 1=  rC'fH -K  A ( - - I n m £  -  - I n m y +  - ln m lln rr .2,
11 1 .0  11, 2 - I  \
- 3S 1”  ml ~ 481^  m« j
+  Ao" f  l l n m ^  +  l l n mji +  l l n m ^ l n m ^
1, 2 - 1| 2 - ° \4--ln m-L 4- -In  m“HJ
4- Ac" ^ i l n m |  4- j ln r h ^  4- i ln m ^ ln rh ^
1. 1 - o 2 - ° t
+  g :In m l  +  g ln m HJ
— ^A0A (lnm ^ 4- In rh^)
*1
4- ArA ^ —^ -lnm | — j ln m ^  4- - ln m ^ ln m ^
— — In2 m7  ^rln2 m?.')
16 L 16
F ! y fL' = f ' H2f L2\ e t  ^ - i l n m |  -  | ln m ^  +  iln m iln r n ^
i l l
-18
H r 2 -48
4- A0 f i ln m ^  4- -^Lnm^ 4- iln m ^ ln m ^
1 ,  o - o  l . o . o4--ln m'L 4- - In  m i  4 4 H
4-Ac ^ l n m ^  4 -—Inm ^ 4 -—lnm ^lnm ^
l . o . o  , 1, 0 . 0  
+  g 1*1 m l  +  g 111 m H
— ^A0A (lnm ^ 4- Inm ^)
4
4- ArA ( — yin m i — yin m 2H 4- -yin m^In m 2H \ 4 4 4
— —In2 m j  —In2 mi/1
16 L 16
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r f l fLfHfn _  f'Lf Lf'Hf H [a A Q l n m i  + j ln m y  -  | l n m £ l n m ^
13 t 13. i  \
“ T  Z "  I f  J
+ AAC’ ( - — - r l n r h ^  — y l n m ^ l n m ^\  4 4 4
1 , o _ ■> 1 , 1 . ■) )
+ 16 m 'L 16 m « )
_ 2
+  AA0 (6\nm 2L + Glnmy — 21nm2L\nm 2H 
- ^ I n 2 m-L -  ^ b 2 7 h ^
+ AAC + i ln r h ^  — iln m ^ ln m ^
< . * > . ■ )   ^ ,  O .  1  \
 In 7717 — — iQ 7717/
16 L 16 H)
+  AA0 ^ - 3 1 n m £  — 31n m y  + ^ ln 2 m \  +  ^ ln 2 my^j
-t- ^AAoAc (In2 m \  ■+• in2 m y)4
-f-AoAc
(3.3.14i)
3 . 3 3 o - i 3. j . i
~  2 i  ”  2 m H ~  g ln m l  ~  g 1x1 m«)
r?fLU = q 2 rLfL
r  f r*fH =  Q2rHfH
- | e 2A0'ln m ^  -  ^e2 ^Ar '  +  2A ^ In m lH
r 9 i — — e2A0 lnm H ~ +2A j  In m l
(3.3.14J) 
f 3.3.14k)
In the one loop case terms that are part of the effective theory were simply generated by 
higher order DeWitt coefficients. However, this is not the complete story in the two-loop case. 
The “double scoop” integrals have the structure of two one loop integrals multiplied together. 
Therefore, any effective operators that arise from “double scoop” integrals are not unique, i.e. 
they are just products of one-loop effective operators. Thus, till the new effective operators 
at two-loop order come only from the “setting-sun” type terms. The forms of these effective 
operators arise both from the DeWitt coefficients as well as higher derivative terms from the 
expansion of the ayk  permutation symbols (3.3.12). For example, some of the 0 ( 1 / m y )  terms 
arise from the terms with two A ’s in the DeWitt coefficient dj multiplied by the zero derivative 
terms in the expansion of the ayk symbols. Further, the numerical coefficients of the new terms 
strictly arise from the Case II setting-sun integrals given in Appendix B, i.e. “setting-sun” 
diagrams where the internal loop structure consists of two heavy fields and one light field. The
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results of this involved calculation follow
r 2t w  =  J L  j _ i e 2 ( V  + 2 f )
-  0 2  + QA<r + 4^^ )
/ 2 - ^ 2  1— 2 43 - 2 \ \
-  ( 3 A A  +  3  AAc +  4 3 2 A°  ( A +  A / /
+ 0(lfm*H)
i e 2 ( V  +  2 l 2)  FUVF ^ ® ’L®L
’ 2 — / —2 5  - 2 \  145 / —2 43 - 2 V
+  ( t^<J>t ) (^ I .MOt.<x) +  2 Ac j  +  I 4 4 Ao ( A +  4 3 5 Ac j
r i ' 2  / —2 _ o \  /_-_2 ^3 . •> \
+■ + /lC-j 3 A +  Ac J +  yjjAo ( a  +  yjj-Ac J
r 2  / j_2 1 -  ^ \  43 / —2 ■» V
+  .0 t2(©z..w<z>t.o) + /i-c-] —A ^A -r -Ac j  + — A° ^A + AC J
+  0(1/772^)
Adding together the one loop effective Lagrangian (3.2.7) and the above two loop effective 
Lagrangian (3-3.15) gives the total effective Lagrangian up to two loops for two field QSD
(3.3.15)
r Q S D  _  
L- ' f f  ~
1
my
i e 2 ( a  +  2(AC2 +  2A‘ ) j  FilvF*vq>\®i
’ (lxx" !X (X + lAc") '  I3iA° (A + WoXc') } x
■ { i  (A A+i ArAc) ■ ¥  (A + A/) ■ ^ Ao (A + r l Ac’) }
X ^ L . t t u 0 ’^ ! . 2 +  ® L,ftft<pL<t>l2]
{ i  ( a a +  ±ArAc)  -  § A ( l  +  1 a/ )  -  | | ao ( a +  A,*) J x
X 4>L2 (QL,»<I>l.t l ) +  <PL~{<t>L,lx ,p L . J \
0 ( l / m 4H).
(3.3.16)
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3.4 The Renormalization Group
In (2.2.7) the scale p was introduced due to the arbitrariness of the functional integral in (2.2.2). 
Because of this arbitrariness, changes in p ’s value must be compensated by changes in the values 
of the parameters in the theory. In other words, the n-point Green's function cannot depend on 
p. i.e. ’9]
p — r !“> = o .dp (3.4.1)
Applying (3.4.1) to the two field QSD model generates the renormalization group equation
9 „ 9 9 9 , 9  . 9
fidH + 0od T o + cd T c + 9X + /^
-  [m i m y  j
r .  d e
~ ~!ol. I / L a f '  h  ~dji
~1ll 7 LH d /d m i
7hl 7HH d/dm 2H
L '-’ J L
9
~10h
. 9  d
f h W H + f H 9 h i
1aA uBAu r (n) =  o
where the various renormalization group functions are defined by





9p3e =  p 
_  9 In 02
~tot. = 9fi =  - h -
9 In <pL 
9(i
9 In 0L 9 In ©«
H ^ - 9 7 "  =  - " - d i r
t 1 n \ 9f7l r{7Li .mi+~lLHm-H) = - p ^ -










The method for deriving the renormalization group functions is very similar to the one used 
in conventional .VIS renormalization [9.23.29]. However, in the case of operator regularization 
the logarithms of the masses play the role that the poles play in the conventional regularization 
schemes 18.19).
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To start, consider the general finite expansion of the Greens function
where.
+  ao ' ■ ■r = ]T r, = - | / £ 32/t, ;i + di
i
~  2 f k ^ 2f n  [* +  +  2^ ' ‘ ]
Fill/F ,iU [1 -t- ci +  C2 +  • • ■ ]
l l f l f L  1^ +  di +  do H------J
~m ~H f f {  f n  [1 +  e i  +  e 2 -i------ ]
+ Ao i t f i 1 +  / i  +  /o H-----
A o / ^ ' / h ” ’ 1  +  5 i + & » + • • • ]  
Ac f l ' f n '  I + hi + hn + ■ ■ 
K f h ' f L  '  [l + h  +  jo + - ■ ■
-r f l f L f k f H  [ l  +  *1 +  A'o H------
— ieAuf l  9 / t  1^ +  f i +  io + • - • ]
— i e A n f h  d  J h  . 1 +  h i +  fio +  • •
-r e~.4"f i f L  T +  ot + 3o +  • - - J 
+  e ’ A ’ f t f f H  1 +  gi 4- go +  • • •]
i i =  Y1  & [X'Q +  (ari'i€* lnrhI  + x u ?‘ lnihH + x ii(‘ 111 * > )]
£. = { An.A^ .A.ef
*2 = [X20C'’
£«*£j = {^ o*AcoA.ef
4- ^ i o i ' I n m j .  F  x ^ ’ ’^ I n m ^  +
, ( j i 2 - > , HH.iti) , 2 - ° i 2 - 2+ I x22 3 In m'L + x 22 3 in m y  +  x22 In m l
LH.itij * - *> . - > L-f£,Z] , - •» i - •>+ x22 3 In m'l In m y  + x 22 In m L In m;
ln m ^ ln m ’ j j  .
Further, define the renormalization group functions in terms of a series
3o = "^2 •*.
(3.4.4)
(3.4.5a)
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3C = B, (3.4.5b)
I
3 = Y ^ C ,  (3.4.5c)
I
3 , =  £>, (3.4.5d)
I
(-'LL^i  +  = ^ E ,  (3 .1.5e)
I




21oh = Y . J ' (3-45h)
I
2-yA = Y  K t (3.4.5i)
where
=  Y  _ s.-Yi
J .  =  {A0 .A , .A .e )
=  £  S & X ?
— {Ao.Ae.A.fff
X 3 = Y ,  Z & S k X z "  -etc-
i . . Z j . Z k  =  { Ai).A..A.e^
Taking (3.4.4) and (3-4.5). substituting them into (3.4.2) and matching couplings and the various 
powers of the logarithms of the masses generates over ninety different recursion relations for the 
coefficients appearing in (3-4.5). For example, few of the recursion relations for the .4, coefficients 
are
.4o0a° =  2 ( f XoL + /* “"  + I I I ' ’) +  2H,Ao (3.4.6a)
. 4 ^  =  2 [ f x{L + +  f t C )  +  + 2 H,Ac (3.4.6b)
jA„A =  2 fjZL  + j \H  + +2H j  (3.4.6c)
-42Aoq =  2 (/{** + / “"  +  / “7) +  2H*  (3.4.6d)
A^oAoAq =  2 y^^ oAoZ. yAoAoH _j_ ^AqAo7  ^  2A^°^°
+  ( E ? f a L + F x° f x°H + G f° /n  7)
-  ( s 2AoA°/iXd +  C$oXof l  +  ^ 2 °* ° /“o)
+  2 H i q fiQ +  2 H $ aXn
(3-4.6e)
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Substituting in the values from the one and two loop Green’s functions into these numerous 
recursion relations the renormalization group functions to two loop order are found to be
where.
—8A0 -  -  4C A +  12a
- 2  * 2  * 2 . „ 2
-f-10Ao ■+■ 5AC 4- 44A — 16£ A — 8AqA — 25£Ar
3C = Ac 
3 = A
—L\q — 16A 4- 12o: 4- 4AC 4- 4Aq — 24A — 32AqA
i t
—4Aq — 4Ar — 4CcC A^  4- 12o:
4-2A 4- 20A0 — 5AC — 20AqA 4- ACAC — 2£ Ac
3r = e 1  -  2  - 2  “ Q 4" 9A0 4- 3AC 4- 6A |
I L L  —  H  H 2Ao — 2d +  3Ao +  6AC + 4A + 2AqA 
'*lh = ~'hl =  12A -t- 6AC- -t- 10A — 6AqA
^ O l  ~ ! o h  — 3A0 -+- A<- +  2A
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Chapter 4
Higgs Sector of the M inim al 
Supersym m etric M odel
4.1 Physics Beyond the Standard Model
There are a number of reasons rooted within the Higgs sector to expect that the Standard 
Model is a low energy theory of a larger structured theory of interactions. These include the 
problems of naturalness rind hierarchy [35.36]. For example, in the Standard Model the first 
order correction to the Higgs boson mass yields a quadraticallv divergent expression ’8). This 
implies that it is not natural to have Higgs bosons that are relatively light unless this divergence 
is controlled by the structure of the theory. Unfortunately the Standard Model does not supply 
a mechanism to control this.
Ln theories with supersvmmetry the quadratir divergence is canceled by the one loop cor­
rections due to the supersymmetric partners of the particles in the loop. Thus, the corrections 
to the tree-level mass squared of the Higgs boson is limited by the extent of supersvmmetry 
breaking [35]. Further, in order for naturalness and other problems to be resolved the scale of 
supersvmmetry breaking cannot exceed 0(1 TeV) [35]- Supersymmetric theories are also inter­
esting in that they are the only theories which do provide a structure to cure the problems of 
hierarchy and naturalness while retaining Higgs bosons and elementary spin-0 particles '35].
The Higgs sector of the Standard Model consists of one Higgs doublet which gives rise to 
only one neutral physical Higgs who's mass is a free parameter in the theory [36]. However, this 
choice of one scalar doublet is completely arbitrary. In fact, there me only two major constraints 
on the formulation of the Higgs sector.
The first is the experimental fact that p =  m2w [{m2z  cos2 8w) is very close to one ’37]. In 
the Standard Model this p parameter determined by the Higgs structure of the model. It is also
36
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known that any model with any number of Higgs doublets (and/or singlets) produces p = 1 at 
tree level [38]. Therefore, any version of the Standard Model with any number of Higgs doubles 
will satisfy this experimental requirement.
The second major constraint is from the limits on flavor-changing neutral currents (FCNC). 
In the Standard Model these currents are absent because the operations that diagonalize the 
mass matrix automatically diagonalize the Higgs-fermion couplings [36]. However, in models 
with more than one Higgs doublet this ceases to be the case. Fortunately a theorem due 
to Glashow and Weinberg [39] states that tree level FCNCs mediated by Higgs bosons will be 
absent if all fermions of a given charge couple to no more than one Higgs doublet. Requiring this 
theorem to be satisfied constrains the Higgs-fermion couplings but is not an unique constraint [6].
The Higgs sector of the Minimal Supersymmetric Model (MSSM) consists of two scalar 
doublets. MSSM is an attractive extension of the Standard Model because it not only satisfies 
the above constraints on the Higgs sector, but adds new phenomena to the theory with the 
addition of a minimal number of free parameters [35].
In what follows a brief overview of the structure of a general Higgs Two Doublet model is 
given. Of all the Higgs Two Doublet models. MSSM is of interest because it introduces new 
and rich physics beyond the description of the Standard Model with a minimal number of new 
parameters. In the decoupling limit, the Higgs sector of MSSM reduces to a system with two 
masses one of these being much heavier than the other. Operator Regularization is applied in 
order to calculate, to one loop order, the effective Lagrangian for this system in the decoupling 
limit. This, in turn, gives the corrections to the Standard Model one would expect if MSSM is 
the correct theory for physics beyond the Standard Model.
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4.2 Formulation of the Higgs Two Doublet Model
The Higgs Sector of the Minimal Supersymmetric Model is a sub-case of the general Higgs T wo 
Doublet Model i40—15]. In this model, two complex Y = l, SU(2) scalar doublet fields, denoted 
by Oi.2- are used
©, =  (4.2.lal
<* =  1 ^ -  (4.2.1b,
The vacuum expectation values of the doublets are
(4.2.2a) 
(4.2.2b)
where £ has been introduced such that if sin £ ^  0 there is CP violation in the Higgs sector. 
Note that the vacuum expectation values. i’i and vn. are constrained by the W mass, = 
g2(ij  + « ) /2  ;S],
The Higgs potential which spontaneously breaks SU{2)l x Dr(l)>- down to U{1)e m  and 
contains the discrete symmetry ©t —► —q x (which is needed to insure that FCNCs are not large) 
is '161
=
V O l . 2  =  A [  ( © j  © I  —  LT  ) ”  +  —  U n ) ~
+ A3 j^ ©[©i •+■ ©o©2 — L'J — UtJ
+ A4 ^(0{©l )(©2®2) -  (©I©2)(©2©1 )] (4.2.3)
+■ A5  3^? ^©[ <t>2 ^  ~  t’l t'2  COS £;J ""
■+■ A6 (©[©2) ~ ^1^ 2 sin^J
where all the A, are real and non-negative to insure hermiticity and spontaneous symmetry 
breaking. From this point, only those theories with £ =  0 will be considered.
As usual, it is desirable to write the <t> fields in terms of the physical Higgs and Goldstone
fields :6]
G± =  ©f cos 3 + ©? sin 3 (4.2.4a)
G° = V2 (3(©°) cos 3 +  3(©°) sin/J) (4.2.4b)
h° = V2 (— 9?(c>“) — t.’!] sina  +  Rf©?) — ^2] cosq) (4.2.4c)
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H° = \/2  ( ,r3?(©i) — t/i] cos a  +  l»(<p?) — u3] sin a ) f-1.2.4d)
.4° =  \Pl (-3(<z>j)sin/3 +  3(<p°)cos/3) (1.2.4e)
H ± =  — o f  sin 3  +  <t>f cos/3 (4.2.4f)
where the angle i3 is defined by
tan /3 =  v?/vi (4.2.5)
and the tingle a  arises from the mixing of the two physical Higgs scalars via the mass squared 
matrix
( 4uf(Aj -+- A3) +  u?A5 (4A3 -t- A5)ui i/o \
=  I « I (4.2.0)V (4A3  AijJuiWo 4i?5 (Ao + A3) +■ t'j As J
and is obtained via. '’6]
2.Mpsin 2a =  ■- —— _ = : (4.2./a)
(N i  11 — A4.2i)~ +  4Af jo
Nil 1 — Aloocos 2q =   -------  u . (4.2.7b)
y (N in  — NI22V +  4A4jo
The masses for the physical fields in terms of the A, ’s and the vacuum expectation values tire [6j 
m~Hn — — | . \ 4 n  +  .W22 4- \ J (Adjj — M.22Y  ■+■ 4A4jo^ (4.2.8a)
mjo =  — ^ A tu  +  AA.22 — \J (Adji — M.22)' +  4A4jo ^ (4.2.8b)
m zH~ =  A4(uJ +  v\) (4.2.8c)
m"j0 =  Ab(u? + v\). (4.2.8d)
Thus in the Higgs Two Doublet Model the Higgs sector particle spectrum consists of five 
Higgs fields. These are two neutral CP-even (H °,h °), two charged {H± ) and a neutral CP-odd 
(psudoscalar) (.4°) Higgs fields.
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4.3 The Minimal Supersymmetric Model
The potential for the Higgs sector of the Minimal Supersymmetric Model (MSSM) takes the 
form '61
V m s s m  =  m 2H['H[ +  m lH P H i  -  m 22el} ( h \H {  +  H[m Hp^j 
-  \  (<?2 + a'2) [h \ ’H\ -  H P  H i] 1 +  | n r  m
where g and g' are the standard electroweak couplings and the two supersymmetric Higgs dou­
blets have been introduced
* ,  =  g )  (4.3 2a)
* ■ (3  «■ 3 - 2 b )
with vacuum expectation values
(HO = ^  (4.3.3a)
(H2) =  ^ ° j .  (4.3.3b)
Writing the doublet elements in terms of the physical states [6]
H{ = vi H— H° cosa — h° sina + i (A0 sin3 — G° cos3)J (4.3.4a)
v2
H[ = H~ sin 3 — G~ cos 3 (4.3.4b)
Hi = H + cos 3 +  G+ sin 3 (4.3.4c)
H \  =  uo + H°  sin q  -I- h° c o s q  +  i (.4° cos3 +  G° sin/3)] (4.3.4d)
the potential (4.3.1) becomes
where
Vm s s m  =  m 2H- H +H  +  +■ i m 2H0H°~ +  i ° *
, . ( 3) 2r A*)
+  9 1 M S S M  + 9 v M S S M
v m s s  m  = A31 h°H+H~ + A '3lH °H +H~ + A32/i°3 +  X'Z2H °Z 
-  An h ° H ° 2 + A33H°h°2 + AU H 0A°2 -  A'Z i h ° A ° 2
(4.3.5)
(4.3.6a)
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K ukvr =  A41 ( V 2# - 2 +  4o2H + H - + | .4 ° 4)
+ XAnHo2H +H '  + \ 43h°2H +H -  + \ 44HQh°HJrH -
(4.3.6b)
+ a45 (fr°4 +  /i°4) +  a46 (tf°ft°3 -  fc°tf°3)
+ A47H °2h°2 +  A48 (h ° \4 °2 -  H °2A°2SJ +  \ 49H°h°A°2.
The various A, coefficients in (4.3.6) tire complicated functions of the two mixing angles a  and 
J. the masses of the W  and Z  gauge fields and the Weinberg angle. The complete listing of 
these couplings are tabled in Appendix C. The couplings involving the Goldstone fields are not 
considered because the Goldstone fields are absorbed as the longitudinal degrees of freedom of 
the W' and Z  gauge fields thus giving the gauge fields their masses.
Now that the full form of the potential is known, it can be minimized giving constraints 
between the parameters in (4.3.5), the vacuum expectation values and the physical Higgs fields 
masses. As a result the tree-level mass relations are obtained
m2Hn =  i  jtn*to +  *nw +  \J (™\0 + rn2z )~ -  4 m 2AOm 2z  cos-’ 2d j  (4.3.7a)
m 2h„ =  i  j n i 24o +  m \v -  \J[m2A0 + m ^)" -  Am \0m 2z  cos2 2/3 j  (4.3.7b)
— TTl ^  o *+* 771 (4.3.f t )
as well as the relations between the mixing angles
sin 2a =  -  sin 20 ( m ^°  mj*° )  . (4.3.8a)
V m-H0 — m^o J
cos2q =  - cos2d (4.3.8b)
V m ~Hn /
where in both (4.3.7) and (4.3.8) the angle 3  and m 2A0 have been chosen as free parameters.
Notice that in the limit m A0 ->■ oc at fixed 3 the heavy Higgs fields A ° .H ± .H °  all decouple 
(m.4o ss m H0 as m H~ ) and all that is left is a Higgs sector consisting of one CP-even scalar. h°. 
It will be shown in the next section that this is identical to the Higgs sector of the Standard
Model. Further, the interactions of h° with both the gauge fields and fermions are the same as
those of the Higgs field in the Standard Model ’8]. Thus the Higgs sector of the Standard Model
can be viewed as a large mass expansion limit of the Higgs sector of the Minimal Supersymmetric
Model.
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4.4 Calculation of the Effective Lagrangian at One Loop
The computation of the large mass expansion to one loop order using OR follows the same 
method as in Section 2. The general form for one loop Green's function after substituting hi the 
DeYVitt expansion is given by (3.2.1). Thus to proceed further the matrix M . the mass matrix 
Z and the relevant DeWitt coefficients need to be specified.




$  =  H° 
h°
A0
and expanding in the background field formalism, the elements of M  are found to be
1
M n = -V/ 2 2  =  p-„= +  -rrrH^ H +H -  4- A 3lh° +  A' , t f °
+  A4I Q .4 ° 2 4- 4H +H~ j  -t- A42H°2 +  A43h°2 +  X44h°H° 
M 12 = A 4lH ~ 2
M i3 =  A/3o — A3i H  4- 2A42H®H +  X44h°H  
M u  = M42 =  A ' ,£ T  4- 2A i3H °H -  + A 44H°H~
A /„ = = X4lA°H~
M2l = A 4lH +2
M 23 = M 3l = A3lH*  + 2A42H °H ^ X44h"H+
.V/,4 =  ,\/41 =  A'3lH+ + 2X43h°H+ -r A44H °H +
A/25 =  Mu 2 =  A u A ° H +
M33 = jrH„ 4- i mjfoH°2 + ^3A^,tf° -  A33/i°
+  A42H+H~ + 6 \ ^ H ° 2 -  ZXag^ H 0 + X47h°2 -  A48.4°2 
M 34 =  A/43 =  2Aj3h° — 2X33H° 4- A44H +H~
4- 3A46 (/i°~ - H ° 2) +  4A47h°H° 4- A49.4°2 
M u  = M u  =  -2A34.4° 4-2A49/i°j4° +  -4X4SH°A°
M 44 =  p-ha + 4- 3A32/i° +  X'33H° + X43H +H~ +  3A46h°H°
+ X47H° 4- A48.4° 
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A/55 =  Pa° ■+■ ^ 34^° ~  ■^34^° +  ^4i ^9-4° +  2 ^ +^  )
+  A4»ft°ff0 +  A48 (ft°2 -  H °2)
where the various pj are the momenta for the various afc” fields.
The relevant DeVVitt coefficients for the laxge mass expansion to one loop are simply
!4.4.2o)
a3 =  - ± 5 3 +0 0
(4.4.3a)
(4.4.3b)
Because interactions with the gauge fields axe not considered, the matrix A/ (minus the factors 
of momentum and mass) is simply equal to B. Further, in this case the covariant derivatives 
reduce to ordinary- partial derivatives for the same reason.
The form of the mass matrix 5  is straight forward
-  =  p
m w= 0 0 0 0 ^
0 m H= 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 m h° 0
0 0 0 0 m A°/
(4.4.4)
In the large mass limit we have
m Af) f t TTlfjo ft 771
o oTTl^ o — 771’
m M
= M
and -  reduces to a two parameter matrix
=. = fj
( m - 0 0 0 0 ^
0 A/2 0 0 0
0 0 A/2 0 0
0 0 0 0771“ 0
0 0 0 Ar - j
(4.4.5)
In the previous section, it was shown that a t one loop order the a3 DeVVitt coefficient 
generates terms to 0 ( l / m ^ QU|/). It is simple to show that the d4 coefficient will just add 
terms of 0 ( l /m J eo ) to the effective Lagrangian. From the explicit form of the potentials 
given in (4.3.6) it is obvious that the only vertices we have to create one loop processes are 
those involving three and four point interactions. Furthermore, from the form of the DeVVitt 
coefficients in (4.4.3) dictates that in order to be complete we will need to calculate up to the
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eight point Green's function. If the light Higgs field h° is represented by a thin line and the 
set of heavy Higgs fields are represented by a thick line the various contributions to the three 
through eight point functions can be visualized (Fig. 5).
- c C  ~ o <  
xx Xx X( 
X< xX
Figure 5: One Loop Contributions to the Three Through Eight Point Green's Functions
The new terms (up to the eight-point Green's function) due to the large mass expansion 
to 0 ( l / m ^ ravy) are calculated by substituting (4.4.2). (4.4.3) and either (4.4.4) or (4.4.5) into 
(3.2.1). The results of this calculation are presented below.
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r - , ' 3 ) _
1 L M  ~ 9^ h ° 312 (4jt)* 
g3
2  \ 3  ^  J _ A3 .
31 m \ o 34 tti
~— f I2A30
H°
A 3 3 '  —  A 3 3  —  8 A 3 3 A 3 3
+
6 (4tt) m




m— —  ( 6 A 3 3 A 4 6  —  A 3 3 A 4 7 )H n
J L
(4s-)
2 1 1 ,
X |  7  A 3 1 A 4 3  4 ---------7— A 3 4 A 4 8  4-------- 7 —  ( 6 A 3 3 A 4 6  —  A 3 3 A 4 7 )
TTI TTI 0^ TTI pjQ
r - M i  _
L S I  ~ (4 77
1 /  6 . ,  , 3 ,
“ T o  1 ZCt— A31A43 +  — Y ~ A34A48 1 2.  ^771 = 40
4-----7— ( 3 A3 3 A4 7  4- 3 6 A3 1 A3 3 A4 6  4- SA3 3 'A 4 3  — 24A33A33A46] 1
TTl~ffo '  J
1 r 2 .4 . 1 , 4  
i s i ^ r  31 34
4---- j—  (A33 4- 36A j,A 33‘ -  24A30A33A33* +  12A53A33*
Tn'H  o V
+  16A'3' ) |
+ l 2 f e r(fc° 'W fc°i ) - X
m M=
^43 + + “ 2 (^47 + 9^46)
.4° m H*
g4 r 1 (h°2\ th°2\ j. * fh°2)I oc ' ) .titll'T 4“ t-(Tl ) ,tiu[L )tp
(4;r)‘ L3b 4o
 ^ \*5 I , * 5 1 /,•> n \ 1 \Alt 4----- ;—AjB H----7— (Al7 4- 9Alg)4 ” 43
m w=
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1 LAI ~ (4:r)'
rfc0’ 1 f  ® \ \ 2 I ** \ \2_  12 \  Tn2H= 31 43 m ^0 34 48
-i------------^ —  ( 2 7 A 3 2 A j 6 — 1 8 A 3 3 A j 6 — 3 A 3 3 A j 7  +  7 2 A 4 5 A 4 BA 3 3
m ~ffn
+ 2 4 A 3 3 A 4 6 A 4 7 ) |
-r- — |  — 7— ( —4A 53A 47 -t- IO 8A 32A 33A 46 — 72A 32A 33A 33A 46 +  36A 33A 33A 4 
*18  ^TTI
+  I4 4 A32A33 A45 — 48A33A33"A45 +  2 4 A32A33 A47 
—24A33A33"A47 +- 96A33 A46 )
+  —4— A3j A 43  1 
H- > .
LAI =  Tgl" 772 4^3 +  —2~ 4^8 +  (lSA^Ajg 4- 54A45 +  A47) 1
(•iTT) I 1 771H- A° FT** '
i f  6 x 2 \ 2 , ^  \ ° x 2
+  7 c  I 34  ^ 4 8  ■+* ~ l  31 434o  ^m 4 0 tti
> ■> .0h 4—(81A32A46 — 54A32A33A4B + 27A53A46 +  6Aj3Aj7m H0
r :7i _  
1 L A t  ~ 9‘^ 748 (4jt)
T* 432A32A33 •^ 45^ 46 — I44A33A33A45A46
■+■ 72X32X’33Xi6Xi7 — 72A33A33A46A47 -+- I 44A33 Ajb
-f-216A33‘ A^ fi + 48A!u 2A1,A47 + U X ^ X ^ )  J
 T—A34^‘48 -^----4--- A31A43m * m 1
+  — 3— (324A 32A45A;jg — 108A33A45A56 +  54A32A4bA47rriff 0
— 54A33Aj6 A47  — 4A3 3 A4 7  -f- 432A33A45A46 
+216A33A46 + I4 4 A3 3 A4 5  A4 6 A4 7  4- 36A33A4gAj7)
r f 8)  ___
L L \ f  ” 9 7ft0848 (4tt)"
i _ A 4 , 2 \*1  *48 +  ~ 4  *43m \o 
1
m H ~
— j—(324Aj5Aj6 +  81A46 -+- 108A4sAj6A47 +  27A46A47 +  A;j7)
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In the large mass limit these become
,3p!3)
1 LM — -   j h °  [ 2 A | ,  4 - A j 4  -t- 1 2 A 3 2 A 5 3  — A 3 312A/ 2 (4<r) 
3
— 8A33A33'j
r i41 -  9 b°4L L. \ f  ~  . , 2 n  (4ir)
48
-»(h °  ) .u h Qu  [2A31A43 4- A34A4g +6A 33A 46 — A33A47] 
12M- (47r)- l j
M M A i r ) 2 {  +  x
x  ^2A3[A43 t  A34A4g + 6 A 33A46 — A33A47J
12 M 2 { ^ 2 l^ 43 +  ^ ^ 34-^48 +  3A33A47 + 36A3oA33A |6 
4-8A33 A43 — 24A33A33A461 
■}JJt | 2A3I ~  ^34 +  ^33 + 36A52A33'  -  24A32A33A33-
4-12A53A332 4- 16A 3311
4-
1 2 M 2 ( 4 jt)
4-
M*  (47T)-
2A43 4-  A j8 4- A jt  4- 9 A j6
^ i h ° 2 ) ^ u ( h o 2 ) MU +  ^ r ( h o 2 ) .a u ( h o 2 ).ut,
0 0  4 0
X [ 2 A J3 4- A ^  1- A ^  4- 9 A j6
r~! 5 )  0
1 L \ t  ~
1
12A/2
6A31AJ3 4- 3 A34A4g 4- 27A32A45 — I8 A 33A45 —
3 A33 A j7 4- 72A45A46A33 -i- 24A 33A 46A 47I
48 4f 4 | - ^ 23^ J7 +  108A32A33A46 -  72A32A33A33A46 4- 36A33A33A46 
4- I44A32A33 A45 — 48A 33A 33” A45 4- 2 4 A32A33 'A 47 
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r~< 6) _  9  L0 6
1 LM — ~n(4jt) " l 2 l p { 2A«
43 +  ^4818^47Ajg + 54A45 -r A
_ L i
48A/4 1 -f* 12At, Aj  ^ ■+• 81A^0Aj32 46
-  *54A32A33Aj6 -r 27A53Aj6 +  6A53Aj7
- r  4 3 2 A 3 2 A3 .JA4 5 A4 6  ~  144A3 3 A3 3 A4 5 A4 5  
-r 72A32A33A4fiA47 — 72A3 3 A3 3 A4 6 A4 7  +  144A33‘Aj5
i' -’ \2
(4.1.7d)
+ 2I 6A33 A48 -r 48A33 A45A47 ■+■ 12A'  2 1 33 47 r
L M  ~  . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •» n
r ! 7 )  _*- T JL f —
48A/4 (4?r)-
4A34A^ g -i- 8 A31A43 +  324A32A45Aj6 — 108A33A45A46
+ o4A32A4gA47 — o4A33A4gA47 — 4A33 Aj7 +  432A33 A45A46
+216A33A46 +  144A33 A45 A46 A47 + 36A33A4gAj7
(4.4.7e)
r ! 8 l  _  
1  L M  ~
,08
48A/4 (4jt)-
+ 2 i A j6 A }7 •+■ A j7
A418 +  2Aj3 +  324A;5A;6 +  glA4# +  108a 45a ;6A47
(4.4.7f)
Adding the expressions (4.4.7) together the effective Lagrangian for the Higgs sector of MSSM 
to one loop order has the following structure
f M S S M  _  _  _ i _  A; 3 )  , 0 - i  f  1_ ! 4 . I )  .  ( 4 . 2 ) n\ , 0 4
L ' f t  ~  X' f f h M 2 eff  A/ 4 t f f  J
(  1 . f-5.I) 1 h°b 4. f  1 v 6-11 j .  1 \ !6-2)\ /> ° 6
+ M 2' AF  )  \ ~ M *  eIf  A/ 4 e f f  )
—  V T) h ° T  + —  \ (8) h ° a  
A/4 e // A/4 t f f
+ jp> [ ^ / ’W u h 0)., +  V w / * 0).,]
+  jvk  [n r3r f ( h °2) . ^  + ^ n ( h ° 2) . ^ uv 
+n[yf)(h°2),tlv(h°2)^ + n ;4/^ ( / io2).M„(/i°2).„l/]
0(1/A /6).
(4.4.8)
The expression of the Ae/ /  and /  coefficients in terms of the initial A, coefficients are given 
in equations (4.4.7a) — (4.4.7f).
Notice that in the decoupling limit (M —► oc) equation (4.4.8) vanishes. Therefore, in the
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decoupling limit the Higgs sector of the Minimal Supersymmetric Model reduces to
C = \  (P2 ~  mil°) ft°" “  0A32/i°3 -  g2A45/104 • (4.4.9)
By its structure one would expect that equation (4.4.9) is the Lagrangian of the Higgs sector 
of the Standard Model of electroweak interactions. This can be explicitly shown by making the 
correlations [10].
where G is the Fermi constant. Therefore, the effective Lagrangian in (4.4.8) in fact generates 
the explicit corrections to the Standard Model Higgs sector couplings.
As stated earlier, the only independent and unknown quantity in the Higgs couplings in .V1SSM 
is the mixing angle 3 (the other mixing angle a  can be related to 3 via. equation (4.3.8) ). 
Therefore, any measurements that show deviations from the Standard Model Higgs couplings 
give a way to assign a value to 3. This, in turn, is important because the phenomenology of the 
Higgs sector is very sensitive to 3 [6].
(4.4.10a)
45 =  Z m i o G y /2 (4.4.10b)
(4.4.11)
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
Operator Regularization has been shown to be tin economical way to calculate n-point Greens 
functions and effective Lagrangians via. the examples of the two field QSD and the Minimal 
Supersymmetric Model. Due to the nature of Operator Regularization no divergent expressions 
are encountered a t any stage in both applications. Nevertheless, an induced mass scale does arise. 
This scale and the DeWitt expansion are used to determine the renormalization group functions 
for the calculated renormalized Greens functions. This has been explicitly demonstrated in the 
example of two field QSD.
Using Operator Regularization to calculate effective field theories has been shown to be much 
easier than traditional methods of calculating effective field theories. By simply using “higher- 
urder" DeVVitt coefficients an effective field theory at one loop is easily generated. At higher loop 
order the calculations is more involved, but due to the nature regularizing and renormalizing in 
Operator Regularization the explicit calculation is much simpler than traditional approaches.
Applying this technique to the Higgs sector of the Minimal Supersymmetric model an ef­
fective field theory with only one Higgs field has been derived. This effective field theory has 
been confirmed to reduce to the Higgs sector of the Standard Model in the decoupling limit and 
generate supersymmetric corrections to the Standard Model couplings in this limit.
50
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Appendix A
The D eW itt Expansion
The DeVVitt expansion of the matrix element
M = (x|e- - = (p-'1>:!+v14 |y) (A.l)
in powers of t has been calculated in a number of ways. In the case x =  y many approaches 
have been developed to calculate the expansion to high orders ;20.47-54]. For the off-diagonal 
case, x  ■£ y. there are a handful of methods that have been developed to calculate the expansion 
coefficients [54,55]. The calculation which follows below is the general method developed by 
F.A. Dikes and D.G.C McKeon [55] using the quantum mechanical path integral and the Fock- 
Scnwinger gauge.
In four dimensions the DeVVitt expansion is
M = (x |e -> ip- 1)2+l1t |J/>
p-A=/2, * (A.2)
= 79^ r £ a*tx°-A >f"
where
*=o
A =  x  -  y (A.3)
x0 = (x +  y)/2. (A.4)
The matrix element in (A.2) can be represented by a normalized quantum mechanical path 
integral
M  =  J * V q ( r ) P  exp L  ^ 2
where the path ordered integration is implied over trajectories with endpoints x  and y.
(A.5)
54
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After defining a relative coordinate d(r) about the midpoint x0
q(r) = x0 +S(r)  
and imposing the Fock-Schwinger gauge condition :56-59]
J ( r ) - A ( i0 + J (r ) )  = 0  
the gauge field and the potential can be expanded in powers of 6
A ^xo + S\r)) =  S ' - j  —- x-j  [&(t) - £>(x0)]'‘ M ^ F ^ x 0)n!(n +  2)!n=0






where the covariant derivative at x0 is denoted by D(x0 ). 
Using (A.8a) and (A.8b). (A.5) is rewritten as
M
f ' I  /  d r - 5 ( r )  ■ D{x0)\n
n=0 U- J0 77 + 2
Su(r)Su(T)FUfi(xq) -  F(x0) (A.9)
The functional integral in (A.9) can be evaluated by repeated functional differentiation of the 
standard integral ’29,60]
/ • A / 2  , (
/ DS(r)exp / dr  
J - A /2  Jo
6*(t ) +  u/(r) -(J(r)
, - A - / 2 t
(2 ntY-
exp [ /  dr  +  I  j  _  I  y* dr dr1 G(r. r') uj{t ) - u(r' ) (A.10)
with respect to the source function u/(r) and then taking the limit u/(r) ->■ 0. The Green's 
function in equation (A.10) and its derivatives with respect to r  are given by *55]
Denoting
G(T.T') = l \ T - T ' \ - l ( T  + T') + l f
= isg n (r  -  r ')  -  i  +  j  
G(r, f ' )  =  j  -  6(r -  r ')  -  6{2t - r - r ' ) -  6(r +  r ').
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the following identities can be easily derived
1.
G ( T . T ' ) G ( r ' . r )  =  1 G ( T . T ' )
G { r . r ) = X ( r ) .
As an simple sam p le  of this procedure consider k  =  l .n  =  1
= J ^  D6(r)exp j’- J ‘d r ^ l
x J  dr OaFj~, — da Da V
- A - / 21 rt f ,  r  , 1






( 2 trt)2 12
where the semi-ci?lon denotes gauge-covariant differentiation.
The DeVVitt expansion used in the previous sections is of a slightly different form than above
- A 2 / 41
(2.2.34)
However. (A.l) the DeVVitt coefficients calculated from it. can be transformed into the 
desired form by the simple transformation
t ->• 21. F  -*■ - B .
For example. under (A-15) the matrix element (A.14) transforms to
P - A 2/ i t  j
V/'1-11 = - -  —t A F
IV ( 4 7 r t ) 2 6 r - * » * “ »*«*■
(A.15)
(A.16)
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A ppendix B
Calculation of Setting-Sun  
Integrals
Define the general setting sun type integral by
I(a.b.c:a.3.-y:a:m) = H  dtxdt2dt3 t*tb2tcz T~° e - ’n2'at'+,3t'-+''t' ) 
Jo
wnere
T  =  11to ■+* £(£3 ■+• £3 3^-
Inserting
i =
Jo K \  K )
into (B.l) and shifting the variables
t i  =  KTt
gives
I (a .b .c :a ,3 .~r:cr:m ) = f  dKK'+a+b+c~i<r f  d r xdT2dr3 6(1 — tx — t2 — r3)
Jo Jo
„  _ o _ f > _ c  / ,  t -  \  ~ a  . - K * m 2 ( c » r , + J r ; + - . r j )
X 1 \ ‘ 2 ‘3 I * 2 31
Changing variables
r, =  (1 -  x) 
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13 =  xy (B.5c)
, —3—a —6—c —2<r
and integrating over k results in
I  =  T(3 -+- a +- b +  c -  2cr) (m2)
/ d x x  dy i q ( 1 — x )  + 3x(l — y) + ~>xy\~
Jo Jo
x (1 — r ) u x ( l  - y ) ] 6(xy)c x ( l  - x T  -  i/(l — f/)j)]
1—3—a—6—c-Iff (B.61
There are two different cases to consider. Case I is where a  =  J  =  — 1. that is the setting sun
diagram will all three fields of equal mass. The second case. Case II. is given by a = J  A u = 
-  a  3 =  7  and corresponds to the setting sun diagram where two of the fields are of the same 
mass but a different mass than the remaining field.
Case I has already been solved by Culumovic. Leblanc. Mann. McKeon and Sherry 18]. 
Their result is repeated below
/(a . b, c: 1 .1.1: a: m) =  (m2) 3 c+' a Z
n= 0
r[l + a — <r]IV — a] 1
IV ] n:
IV  + n]T[2 +  6 +  c — <7 + n] T[ 1 +  c +  n]T[l + b + ti]
IV  — a + n] T[2 +  6 ■+■ c +  2n]
T[3 + a + b + c — 2a + n ]r[l +  a +  n]
T:2 +  a — a -t- n]
T[2 + a + b — a + n]T[2 +  a +  c — <r +  n]
Tr4 + 2a + b + c — 2a + 2n] (B.7)
At first glance. Case II looks like three sub-cases. However, because the choice of parame­
terization is arbitrary. Case II is actually one case. For simplicity choose
3  =  -« =  1
a = p = m 2/ m 2
2 , 2m “ 76 m
Thus.
I(a.b. c:p. 1. l:cr: m) =  H£] (m2) '  f  dx x  f  dy
Jo Jo
[x + p ( l -  ar)]-£ (1 -  x)“(x(l -  y))b(xy)c 
x ix (1 — xz)]~'r
(B.8)
where
£ = 3-t-a + 6 + c — 2<r (B.9)
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z = 1 — y(l — y). (B.10)
The integrals over x and y can be calculated by first applying the binomial expansion
•x +  ,(1  -  x ) |-"  = ±  n r n j F T ^ i I "n" V ' 1 - 1,4 ,B 111
f r = 0  1 * J
to (B.8). This gives
^   ^  ^ n  +  fcjni -  k +  5]
fc=0 • (B.12)
x [  dxdy pkx - 2~a- k+' ( l  -  x)a+ky ' ( l  -  y)b(l -  x z ) - ° . 
Jo
The integral over x is easily done using the hypergeometric function F[a. b: c: ’ ] [61]
rr^ irri -  g] r 'a  - 1  -  n -  ig n i  + a + k\ k
H a .b .c  /  r ; 1 ^ t | r i 1 _ t  + {|
Her -  1 -  a -  fc]T[l +  a +  k]
x ^  r v ]
r . 2 +  a +  c — (7 fc]T[2 A cl  A b — cr +  /t] 
T'_4 +  2a ■+■ b +  c — 2o + 2&]
(B-13)
/ _  V  fm2t _c L°~ ~ ~ a ~ 1
h o  U'-1 + ~ k + $  r,> l
x [  dy y c{\ — y)bF 'a .a  — \ — a — k:(T\l — z\
Jo
Transforming the hypergeometric function using
F'j3. -n ;  3: -c j  =  (1 4- z)n (B.14)
and integrating over y gives the final result for Case II
n ^ n i  -  5]
(B.15)
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A ppendix C
H iggs-H iggs Couplings in M SSM
Ail the following is a listing of the Higgs-Higgs couplings used in Section 4. For a complete 
listing of all the couplings in the Minimal Supersymmetric Model see Ref. [6].
The following definitions have been utilized
S =  0  — a  
S' =  3  ■+■ q
where a  and 3 are the mixing angles from Section 4.
Three Point Couplings
771 £A31 =  rn vc cos S ---------  — cos 26 cos S'
'2 cos dM-
A!.. =  m \v  sin S +  m z -— ros2dsin<J'
2 cosdH-
. 3 m z  . „A33 =  - ---- -— cos 2a  sin o
2 cos dvr
3  m z  „  „A3o =  ---- -— cos 2q cos 6
2  cosaw
A33 =  (2 sin 2q cos S' ■+- cos 2a sin S')2 cos 6w
A33 =  — (2 sin 2a  sin 6' — cos 2a  cos <J')2 cos
Tti z  _ . .A34 =   ----- -— cos 20 sin 0
2 cos Qw
\i TTlz i
^ 3 4  =  7:-------- ^— COS 2 /?  CO Sd
2  cos d v r
60
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Four Point Couplings
_  1 cos2 23 
41 2 cos2 0w
A42 =  — (1 +  sin 23 sin 2a — tan2 9w  cos 2a  cos 28) 4
A43 =  i  ( l  — sin 2a  sin 28 + can2 9w  cos 2a  cos 23)
A44 =  -  (cos 2a  sin 28 + tan2 9w  sin 2a  cos 28)4
4 3 cos2 2a
4 cos- 9w
3 sin 2a cos 2a 
A46 =  —•4 cos2 9w
1 (3 
4 cos2 9w
1 cos 2a  cos 28
*47 =  -5 Tzr~ (3 sin2 2a ~  *)
^ 4 8  —  - 7  ■> a4 cos- 9w
, 1 sin 2a  cos 28
49 *“ | •> /]4 cos- 6\v
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